
Tropical Nature

 Organization Details
1. Name & EIN Tropical Nature (522318640) -- Google
2. Street 620 Chestnut St Ste 668

3. Location Philadelphia, PA   19106

4. County Philadelphia County, PA

5. Ruling date
( Approximate year when founded.*) 2002

6. IRS type 501(c)(3) - Public charity: Religious, educational, charitable, scientific, and literary organizations...

7. Legal basis for public charity or private
foundation status (FNDNCD) 15 - Organization with a substantial portion of support from a governmental unit or the general publi

8. NTEE C60 - Environmental Education

9. Most recently completed fiscal year
(TAXPER) 12/2003

10. Total revenue $507,038

11. Total assets $46,962
 Organization Purpose & Programs
12. Program 1 (c.2006) In august, october, and december 2003, Tropical Nature provided support to peru verde association

support paid for all of peru verde's operating expenses from july through the end of the calendar yea
included administrative expenses in both lima and cusco, all expenses for the protection and operat
lower urubamba region, all expenses for the protection and operation of the field projects in the man
expenses for the protection and operation of the field projects in the heath river region, all expenses
of the piedras river wildlife center and surroundings, and all expenses for the protection and mainten
forestry concessions (which peru verde treats as private conservation concessions). additionally, the
one-time payments for field research and monitoring of the endangered black caiman of valencia lak
verde to permit it to lend monies to peru verde's wholly-owned tourism companies, cock of the rock 
finally, Tropical Nature supported peru verde with a one-time grant to pay for legal expenses related
odyssey (""jo""), one of the tour companies that is owned principally by peru verde. the result of thes
consolidation of the peru verde conservation system as a fully-functioning partner of the Tropical Na
verde is building its administrative capacity and improving and streamlining its administration even a
successes at the field level in every rainforest region where it works. specifically, the lower urubamb
regions continue to be protected by peru verde thanks to the support of Tropical Nature and other d
ecosystems of each of these regions is improving continually. additionally, peru verde's conservation
self-funding thanks to better financial performance of the ecolodges and ecotourism travel agencies
bottom line performance of each of the conservation regions, the more each region cared for by per
through tourism revenues and through the creation of local jobs related directly to the protection of N

13. Program 2 (c.2006) Tropical Nature provided support to the ecoecuador foundation, quito, ecuador, to provide expertise
oversight to a community development project in the eastern lowlands. Tropical Nature has worked 
strategies and methodologies to accomplish long-term conservation of a large community-based res
has been the full implementation of the conservation plan, resulting in a community-owned lodge pa
enormous private reserve. the ecotourism initiative now provides payments to the national park serv
of the government funding for yasuni national park, where the project is located. the ecotourism pro
conservation management of 82 square miles. Tropical Nature executives made two oversight and i
program during 2003. ($119,079)

14. Program 3 (c.2006) In april, october, and december 2003, Tropical Nature made three grants that totaled $64,531.42 to 
conservation work of biobrasil foundation of salvador, bahia, brazil. this support paid for all of biobra
july through the end of the 2003 calendar year. these expenses included administrative expenses in
protection and operation of biobrasil's substantial private Nature reserves in the southern part of the
and all expenses related to the ongoing effort by biobrasil to protect the extremely rare lear's macaw



part of the brazilian state of bahia. additionally, 100% of the april grant of $10,830 was allocated to b
land purchase fund, which is maintained ready to make strategic land purchases for conservation ne
target areas in piaui state, brazil. the result of these grants to biobrasil foundation has been the ong
of its unique biodiversity conservation programs of critical habitats and endangered species in parts
thanks to this ongoing support, the rare and wonderful fauna of the biobrasil Nature reserves and th
bahia state are showing signs of becoming more confiding and of recovering their populations in the
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